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Femminus Ceramicus, Chapelle Du Genêteil 2016, Château-Gontier
Curator: Bertrand Godot
Photo credit: Marc Dommage 





  With erudite irreverence, Elsa Sahal goes With erudite irreverence, Elsa Sahal goes 
around canonical art history just as she does around canonical art history just as she does 
with the finite self: working from the inside out, with the finite self: working from the inside out, 
the artist applies pressure to the boundaries of the artist applies pressure to the boundaries of 
inherited normative figure. Through strategies inherited normative figure. Through strategies 
encompassing sugary seduction, scandalous encompassing sugary seduction, scandalous 
sensuality or carnivalesque inversion, Sahal’s sensuality or carnivalesque inversion, Sahal’s 
voluptuous ceramic sculptures claim tradition-voluptuous ceramic sculptures claim tradition-
al patriarchal spaces as their own. Swollen and al patriarchal spaces as their own. Swollen and 
dismembered, proliferating and self-generat-dismembered, proliferating and self-generat-
ing, they unapologetically make themselves ing, they unapologetically make themselves 
at ease in exhibition rooms and public space at ease in exhibition rooms and public space 
alike. Since the early 2000s, Sahal has been ex-alike. Since the early 2000s, Sahal has been ex-
tending the dissident, over-looked lineage of tending the dissident, over-looked lineage of 
female sculptors. Often compared to the likes female sculptors. Often compared to the likes 
of Annette Messager, Louise Bourgeois, Kiki of  Annette Messager, Louise Bourgeois, Kiki 
Smith or Alina Szapocnikow, she could also Smith or Alina Szapocnikow, she could also 
more broadly be seen as a tenant of  an “ec-more broadly be seen as a tenant of  an “ec-
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or Rosi Braidotti have emphasized how the or Rosi Braidotti have emphasized how the 
post-human helps understand embodiment post-human helps understand embodiment 
beyond the confines of the individual. For beyond the confines of the individual. For 
them, a multiple self  is best understood as them, a multiple self  is best understood as 
inhabiting the body of border creatures such inhabiting the body of border creatures such 
as the cyborg or the monster, neither human as the cyborg or the monster, neither human 
nor inhuman, organic nor synthetic. Sahal’s nor inhuman, organic nor synthetic. Sahal’s 
sculptures, always headless, similarly decon-sculptures, always headless, similarly decon-
structs the idea of the finite body. They do structs the idea of the finite body. They do 
nonetheless struggle to stand upright, refus-nonetheless struggle to stand upright, refus-
ing to flee the premises or simply dissolve ing to flee the premises or simply dissolve 
into atoms: to her, the corporeal is not a into atoms: to her, the corporeal is not a 
curse nor a condition, but a wider life-system curse nor a condition, but a wider life-system 
overflowing with a vital force yet untamed.overflowing with a vital force yet untamed.

Fontaine, 2012, FIAC hors les murs, jardin des Tuileries, Paris, 2012
Glazed ceramic, hydraulic stystem



centric” figuration – to paraphrase critic Lucy centric” figuration – to paraphrase critic Lucy 
R. Lippard’s characterization of “eccentric R. Lippard’s characterization of “eccentric 
abstraction” in her eponymous 1977 article. abstraction” in her eponymous 1977 article. 
In her characteristic shades of bubblegum In her characteristic shades of bubblegum 
pink or calcinated black, at times adorned pink or calcinated black, at times adorned 
with golden accents, Sahal’s un-erected ce-with golden accents, Sahal’s un-erected ce-
ramics appeal to the visual and the tactile, ramics appeal to the visual and the tactile, 
triggering a nonverbal response which is the triggering a nonverbal response which is the 
very reason to their atemporality. As such, very reason to their atemporality. As such, 
they appeal to the contemporary gaze: the they appeal to the contemporary gaze: the 
non-binary one as well as the digitally in-non-binary one as well as the digitally in-
formed one. Indeed, beyond the post-war formed one. Indeed, beyond the post-war 
conceptual tradition of abjection and disfig-conceptual tradition of abjection and disfig-
uration, the sculptor’s work also entertains uration, the sculptor’s work also entertains 
affinities with the more recent developments affinities with the more recent developments 
of a post-humanist feminism formulated in of a post-humanist feminism formulated in 
the 1990s. Taking the critique of the humanist the 1990s. Taking the critique of the humanist 
subject further, scholars such as N.K. Hayles subject further, scholars such as N.K. Hayles 

or Rosi Braidotti have emphasized how the or Rosi Braidotti have emphasized how the 
post-human helps understand embodiment post-human helps understand embodiment 
beyond the confines of the individual. For beyond the confines of the individual. For 
them, a multiple self  is best understood as them, a multiple self  is best understood as 
inhabiting the body of border creatures such inhabiting the body of border creatures such 
as the cyborg or the monster, neither human as the cyborg or the monster, neither human 
nor inhuman, organic nor synthetic. Sahal’s nor inhuman, organic nor synthetic. Sahal’s 
sculptures, always headless, similarly decon-sculptures, always headless, similarly decon-
structs the idea of the finite body. They do structs the idea of the finite body. They do 
nonetheless struggle to stand upright, refus-nonetheless struggle to stand upright, refus-
ing to flee the premises or simply dissolve ing to flee the premises or simply dissolve 
into atoms: to her, the corporeal is not a into atoms: to her, the corporeal is not a 
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Self-portrait as a frog wearing a trikini, “Moments artistiques Paris” 2016.
Photo credit: Pierre Antoine



Harlequins and Bathers, Nathalie Karg Gallery, New York 2019.
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X: Duo Show with Jesse Mochrin, Nathalie Karg Gallery, New York 2021.





Soft is the New Strong, The Pill Gallery, Istanbul 2017.
Photo credit: Ridvan Bayrakoglu





Hey Halil Bey!, The Pill Gallery, Istanbul 2020.
Photo credit: Kayhan Kaygusuz



These boots are made for walkin’, Chapelle Jeanne d’Arc, Thouars 2020
Curator: Sophie Brossais
Photo Credit: Philippe Piron







“The clay and the flesh, the body 
and the ceramics become one. 
Sensual, obscene, bordering on 
the grotesque, the substance flows 
like lava, constantly redefined by 
a logic of its own. Elsa Sahal ap-
proaches the history of sculpture, 
erectile because essentially male, 
with the guage of a feminism guid-
ed by the princples of horizontality 
and chaos. The nauseating mallea-
bility of bodies becomes the well-
spring of new fluid corporeality: 
emancipated from any standard, 
crossed by the incandescence of 
their desires and the permanent 
excitement of an elsewhere.”

Female Factory, Setareh Gallery, Berlin 2021.
Photo credit: Gaul Hansgeorg

an excerpt from the exhibition catalogue, Julie Ackerman







Acrobate II (and drawings), 2019
Collection Maison Camille Fournet
Photo credit: Pierre Antoine





Female Factory, Setareh Gallery, Berlin 2021.
Photo credit: Gaul Hansgeorg
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Vénus Polymathe Mouillante,  au Moco, Montpellier, 2021
Photo 







“Over the course of more than “Over the course of more than 
a decade, ceramicist Elsa Sahal a decade, ceramicist Elsa Sahal 
has conceived a universe whose has conceived a universe whose 
diverse biomorphic population diverse biomorphic population 
is rife with contradictions, both is rife with contradictions, both 
visual and conceptual. Improba-visual and conceptual. Improba-
bly, her clay creations manage to bly, her clay creations manage to 
be simultaneously abstract and be simultaneously abstract and 
representational, adorable and representational, adorable and 
abject, graceful and gawky, child-abject, graceful and gawky, child-
ish and erotic, masculine and ish and erotic, masculine and 
feminine, and pathetic and pow-feminine, and pathetic and pow-
erful. If  not always openly figural, erful. If  not always openly figural, 
Sahal’s sculptures are insistently Sahal’s sculptures are insistently 
and explicitly corporeal. Typically and explicitly corporeal. Typically 
headless, her representations of headless, her representations of 
acrobats, clowns, hikers or danc-acrobats, clowns, hikers or danc-
ers exhibit toned muscles and ers exhibit toned muscles and 
humid skins while striking impos-humid skins while striking impos-
sible contorted poses.” sible contorted poses.” 

Des Origines à Nos Jours, Galerie Papillon, Paris 2018
Curator: Gael Charbau
Photo credit: Aurélien Mole

Mara Hobermann, Clay Women in Elsa Sahal, Editions Norma



Hommage à Jambes Arp, Galerie Papillon, Paris 2021.
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Press: featured in M Le Monde Magazine, Juillet 2020.



Biographie

“J’ai adopté la terre tout de suite parce “J’ai adopté la terre tout de suite parce 
que c’est un matériau domestique, non au-que c’est un matériau domestique, non au-
toritaire ; Je n’aime pas la virtuosité tech-toritaire ; Je n’aime pas la virtuosité tech-
nique, la séduction qu’elle exerce, la fasci-nique, la séduction qu’elle exerce, la fasci-
nation de la maîtrise, qui freine la liberté. nation de la maîtrise, qui freine la liberté. 
Le corps est inséparable de ce matériau. Le corps est inséparable de ce matériau. 
Comme si la terre était déjà du corps. […] Comme si la terre était déjà du corps. […] 
La terre est le matériau récurrent de mes La terre est le matériau récurrent de mes 
réalisations dans le champ de la sculpture réalisations dans le champ de la sculpture 
et de l’installation. J’interroge ce matériau et de l’installation. J’interroge ce matériau 
traditionnel et j’y insuffle une énergie et des traditionnel et j’y insuffle une énergie et des 
préoccupations contemporaines. Tout mon préoccupations contemporaines. Tout mon 
parcours en tant qu’artiste a toujours ten-parcours en tant qu’artiste a toujours ten-
du à mettre en valeur la contemporanéité du à mettre en valeur la contemporanéité 
de la céramique pour la placer au cœur de de la céramique pour la placer au cœur de 
l’art d’aujourd’hui. Je cherche à exploiter ses l’art d’aujourd’hui. Je cherche à exploiter ses 
possibilités et ses limites. C’est un matéri-possibilités et ses limites. C’est un matéri-
au sensible, lié à la sensualité, au toucher.”au sensible, lié à la sensualité, au toucher.”

 Souvent avec ironie et effronterie, Elsa  Souvent avec ironie et effronterie, Elsa 
Sahal questionne les principes de la sculp-Sahal questionne les principes de la sculp-
ture mais aussi les thèmes modernes de ture mais aussi les thèmes modernes de 
l’art dont elle tire de multiples références. l’art dont elle tire de multiples références. 
Elle interroge les modalités de représen-Elle interroge les modalités de représen-
tation du corps féminin ainsi que les cli-tation du corps féminin ainsi que les cli-
chés véhiculés par le genre. Ses figures chés véhiculés par le genre. Ses figures 
jouent de l’ambiguïté, mêlant souvent at-jouent de l’ambiguïté, mêlant souvent at-
tributs féminins et formes phalliques.tributs féminins et formes phalliques.

excerpt from Galerie Papillon


